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Introduction

Case II

Background
• Crystalline defects have been known as possible cause of electrical
failure in advanced semiconductor devices, especially when these
defects cross p-n junction of a device.
• To locate silicon crystalline defects, chemical delineation etching has
been commonly used.
• Chemical delineation etching suffers a drawback that direct physical
visualization of defects is not possible.
Objective
• To demonstrate use of a combination of advanced failure analysis (FA)
tools to directly visualize crystalline defect in silicon, determine defect
depth/width and to relate it with observed electrical failure.
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Fig. 3 Two kinds of etch pits observed on surface of silicon substrate after Secco etch,
corresponds to silicon crystalline defect of different nature.

To clarify electrical failure mechanism, another sample of the same
device, having the same nature of defect, was not subjected to chemical
delineation etching.
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Experiment Details
• Defective site was precisely determined by emission microscope or
nano-manipulator probing system.
• Failed location was de-processed. No abnormality was observed at
layers above silicon substrate, suggesting root cause of electrical
failure is substrate related.
Case I
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Fig. 4 (a) Precise defective region was identified by overlaying circuitry and emission spot
image. Two cross-sectional TEM samples were prepared along adjacent p-n junctions (TEM
samples location indicated by red lines) at region encompassed by the emission hot spot.
(b) TEM image shows presence of silicon crystalline defect in one of the two TEM samples
prepared.
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Fig. 1 (a) Optical image of de-layered sample, a square feature was observed. (b) Focused
ion beam (FIB) milling across two parallel edges of the square feature shows a wavy dopant
distribution profile. (c) Cross-sectional TEM image, across one of edges of the square,
across unusual base profile of well, shows dislocations.

Depth of source or drain can be measured from the FIB cross-sectional
image (Fig. 1 (b)). Depth of the longest and the deepest reaching
dislocation was measured from the cross-sectional TEM image (Fig. 1 (c)),
and was found to be long enough to span across p-n junction, forming
electrical leakage path across the source/drain and the well, hence wellcorrespond to signal observed from electrical tests.

Fig. 5 TEM images of different zoom factor, showing nature of the silicon crystalline defect.

Since cross-sectional TEM samples were prepared along p-n junction,
consider a TEM lamella of thickness of about 80 nm, probability of
observed silicon crystalline defect to span across p-n junction, causing
electrical failure is high. Consider width of observed defect and defect is
only observed from one of the two TEM samples prepared, the observed
defect is expected to appear as triangular etch pit (Fig. 3(a)), should the
sample has undergone Secco etch.

Conclusions

Fig. 2 High resolution TEM image shows dislocations induced crystal orientation change.

• As device size shrinks, swallow substrate crystalline defects are critical
to electrical performance of device.
• Chemical delineation etching, although reveals silicon crystalline
defects do not provide direct proof that such defects span across p-n
junctions, causing electrical failure.
• To clarify electrical failure mechanism, direct visualization of silicon
crystalline defects spanning across p-n junction is crucial.
• Precise fault localization, and appropriate choice of cross-sectional and
planar TEM cutting location, are crucial to the successful direct
observation of silicon crystalline defects that have caused electrical
failure.

